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Abstract. We consider an alloy type potential on an infinite metric graph. We assume a
covering condition on the single site potentials. For random Schrödingers operator associated
with the alloy type potential restricted to finite volume subgraphs we prove a Wegner estimate
which reproduces the modulus of continuity of the single site distribution measure. The
Wegner constant is independent of the energy.

1. Introduction

We study the distribution of eigenvalues of alloy-type random Schrödinger operators on
finite metric graphs. More precisely, we prove a Wegner estimate on the average number of
eigenvalues in a given energy interval. Our (upper) bound is proportional to the volume of
the finite metric graph and reproduces the modulus of continuity of the single site random
coupling constants. The volume is the sum of the lengths of all edges. In particular, for
equilateral graphs it is the number of edges times the single edge length.

In the case that there exists a selfaveraging integrated density of states our result implies
estimates on its modulus of continuity.

Wegner estimates have been studied for Anderson-type operators on l2(Zd) and alloy-type
operators on L2(Rd) starting with the paper [16]. The strategy presented here follows the
line of argument of [7]. There the same type of Wegner bound as in this note was proven for
discrete operators on l2(Zd). For alloy-type operators on L2(Rd) a similar upper bound was
derived. There however, a logarithmic correction term due to the (possible) singularity of the
spectral shift function appears.

In the recent [2] a Wegner estimate for random Schrödinger operators on L2(Rd) without
the logarithmic correction in the energy interval length is given. The approach chosen there
does not use the spectral shift function and thus avoids the logarithmic term. For Anderson
models on l2(Zd) with Hölder continuous distribution of the potential in [12] an alternative
proof of the results in [7] was presented.

The bounds proven in this paper for quantum graph operators have a Wegner constant
which is independent of the position of the energy interval. The same situation is encountered
for discrete operators, whereas for alloy-type operators on L2(Rd) the Wegner constant grows
with the energy. Note that this uniformity in our case is only possible since we assume
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a covering condition on the single site potentials. For site potentials of small support the
uniformity does not hold, cf. [6].

For more background on the general theory of random Schrödinger operators see for in-
stance [1, 13] and for more information on Wegner estimates and the integrated density of
states [9, 15], e.g.

The next section contains the results of the paper and the last section the proofs.

2. Model and results

Definition 1. Let V and E be countable sets and CΓ a map

CΓ : E → V × V × [0,∞), e 7→ (ι(e), τ(e), le).

We call the triple G = (V,E, CΓ) a metric graph, elements of V = V (G) vertices, elements of
E = E(G) edges, ι(e) the initial vertex of e, τ(e) the terminal vertex of e and le the length
of e. Both ι(e) and τ(e) are called endvertices of e, or incident to e. The two endvertices of
an edge are allowed to coincide. The number of edges incident to the vertex v is called the
degree of v. We assume that all vertices have finite degree.

Each edge e will be identified with the open interval (0, le), where the point 0 corresponds
to the vertex ι(e) and le to τ(e). The identification of edges by intervals allows us to define
in a canonical way the length of a path between two points in G. Taking the infimum
over the lengths of paths connecting two given points in G, one obtains a distance function
d : G×G → [0,∞). Since we assumed that each vertex of G has bounded degree, the map d
is indeed a metric, cf. for instance Section 2.2 in [14]. Thus we have turned G into a metric
space (G, d).

For a finite subset Λ ⊂ E we define the subgraph GΛ by deleting all edges e ∈ E \ Λ and
the arising isolated vertices. We denote the set of vertices of GΛ by VΛ, the set of vertices
v ∈ VΛ with degGΛ

v < degG v by V ∂
Λ , and its complement VΛ \ V ∂

Λ by V i
Λ. Elements of V ∂

Λ

are called boundary vertices of GΛ and elements of V i
Λ interior vertices of GΛ.

For any Λ ⊂ E the Hilbert spaces L2(GΛ) have a natural direct sum representation
L2(GΛ) = ⊕e∈ΛL2(0, le). In particular for Λ = E we have L2(G) = ⊕e∈EL2(0, le), and
for Λ̃ ⊂ Λ ⊂ E we have L2(GΛ̃) = ⊕e∈Λ̃L2(0, le) ⊂ L2(GΛ) = ⊕e∈ΛL2(0, le).

For a function φ : G → C and an edge e ∈ E we denote by φe := φ|e its restriction to e
(which is identified with (0, le)). We denote by C(G) the space of continuous, complex-valued
functions on the metric space (G, d). Similarly, C(GΛ) denotes the space of continuous,
complex-valued functions on the metric sub-space (GΛ, d). For each v ∈ V , any edge e
incident to v, and function f ∈ W 2,2(e) ⊂ C1(e) ∼= C1(0, le) we define the boundary value
f(v) by continuity and the derivatives by

∂ef(v) := ∂ef(0) := lim
ε↘0

f(ε)− f(0)
ε

if v = ι(e)(1)

and

∂ef(v) := ∂ef(le) := lim
ε↘0

f(le − ε)− f(le)
ε

if v = τ(e).(2)

Note that, since f |e ∈ W 2,2(e) the function f is not only continuously differentiable on the
open segment (0, le), but also its derivative has well defined limits at both boundaries 0 and le.
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Our sign convention ensures that ∂ef(v) is the inward normal derivative, and is independent
of the orientation of the edge induced by ι, τ .

For any Λ ⊂ E it will be convenient to use the following Sobolev space

W 2,2(Λ) := ⊕e∈ΛW 2,2(e) ⊂ C1(Λ) := ⊕e∈ΛC1(e)

with the norm ‖φ‖2
W 2,2(Λ) :=

∑
e∈Λ

‖φe‖2
W 2,2(0,le)

.

Note that this space is defined on the edge set only and does not see the graph structure of
G.

For f ∈ W 2,2(Λ) and each vertex v we gather the boundary values fe(v) over all edges e
adjacent to v in a vector f(v) := {fe(v) : e ∈ E, v incident to e}. Similarly, we gather the
boundary values of ∂efe(v) over all edges e adjacent to v in a vector ∂f(v).

Given the boundary values of functions, we can now dicuss the concept of boundary con-
dition. Here we use material from [10, 5] to which we refer for further details and proofs. A
single-vertex boundary condition at v ∈ V is a choice of subspace Sv of Cdeg v × Cdeg v with
dimension deg v such that

η((s, s′), (t, t′)) := 〈s′, t〉 − 〈s, t′〉
vanishes for all (s, s′), (t, t′) ∈ Sv. An f ∈ W 2,2(Λ) is said to satisfy the single-vertex boundary
condition Sv at v if (f(v), ∂f(v)) belongs to Sv. A field of single-vertex boundary conditions
S := {Sv : v ∈ VΛ} will be called boundary condition. Given such a field, we obtain a
selfadjoint realization ∆Λ of the Laplacian ∆ on L2(EΛ) by choosing the domain

D(∆Λ) := {f ∈ W 2,2(Λ) : ∀v : (f(v), ∂f(v)) ∈ Sv}.
Particularly relevant boundary conditions are Dirichlet boundary conditions with subspace

SD consisting of all those (s, s′) with s = 0, Neumann conditions with subspace SN consisting
of all those (s, s′) with s′ = 0, and Kirchhoff (also known as free or standard) boundary
conditions SK consisting of all (s, s′) with s having all components equal and s′ having the
sum over its components equal to 0.

We define the linear operator

−∆Λ : D(∆Λ) → L2(Λ)

by the rule

(−∆Λf)(x) := −∂2fe(x)
∂x2

if x ∈ GΛ is contained in the edge e. This way the function −∆Λf is defined on the set
EΛ ⊂ GΛ, whose complement V Λ = GΛ \ EΛ in the metric space GΛ has Hausdorff measure
zero.

In our application for the Wegner estimate, we will start with boundary conditions defined
on the graph G and then restrict to the induced subgraph GΛ for a finite subset Λ ⊂ E(G)
as described above. On V i

Λ the boundary conditions will be induced by those on V (G), but
on V ∂

Λ there is no canonical choice. We choose to put Dirichlet conditions on V ∂
Λ in order to

define the restriction −∆Λ of −∆E(G) unambiguously.
An alloy-type potential is a stochastic process V : Ω×G → R of the form Vω =

∑
e∈E ωe ue,

with the conditions outlined in the following.
The coupling constants ωe, e ∈ E, are a sequence of bounded random variables which

are independent and identically distributed with distribution µ. We call µ the single site
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distribution since in our model each edge e is the site of a single perturbation controlled by
ωe. Note that ue is not necessarily supported on e, see below. The expectation of the product
measure P :=

⊗
e∈E µ is denoted by E.

The family of single site potentials ue, e ∈ E, is assumed to fulfill a covering condition and
a summability condition:

Definition 2. The family of single site potentials ue, e ∈ E, is said to fulfill a covering
condition with lower bound κ > 0 if, for each finite set of edges Λ, there is a finite set of edges
Λu such that ∑

e∈Λu

ue ≥ κ

holds on the graph GΛ.

For the following definition, recall that for a metric graph G̃ with finite set of edges Ẽ
and length function e 7→ le the volume is given by vol G̃ =

∑
e∈Ẽ le. In contrast to this, |Λ|

denotes the number of edges in Λ ⊂ E.

Definition 3. Denote by Λe the minimal set of edges containing the support of ue|Λ and
by V ∂

e the boundary vertices of the induced subgraph GΛe . (Here for simplicity we suppress
the dependence of V ∂

e on Λ.) Then, the family of single site potentials ue, e ∈ E is called
summable if there are constants Cj , j = 1, 2, 3, such that

(3)

∑
e∈Λu

∑
v∈V ∂

e

deg v ≤ C1|Λ| (finite degree property),

∑
e∈Λu

√
‖ue‖∞ volGΛe ≤ C2|Λ| (L2-boundedness),∑

e∈Λu

|Λe| ≤ C3|Λ| (volume growth)

for each finite set of edges Λ.

In particular, this holds if ue is supported on e, uniformly bounded above and away from
0 (so that Λu = Λ, Λe = e) and there are uniform bounds on vertex degrees and edge
lengths. But our definition is much more general. For instance, decreasing edge lengths can
compensate for potential growth and vice versa.

In the following we consider for a finite subset Λ ⊂ E and an alloy-type potential whose
family of single site potentials fulfills the covering condition and is summable the restriction
VΛ

ω = VωχΛ. On D(∆Λ) we define a random Schrödinger operator of alloy-type by HΛ
ω =

−∆Λ + VΛ
ω . Since the potential is bounded, HΛ

ω is selfadjoint with boundary conditions
described by the field {Sv : v ∈ VΛ} and lower semi-bounded. In the following we will be
dealing exclusively with Schrödinger operators HΛ

ω on finite edge sets Λ.

Remark 4. For random Schrödinger operators on the whole, infinite graph G one needs to
impose more restrictive conditions if one wants to ensure that the Schrödinger operator is
lower semi-bounded. For instance, Dirichlet, Neumann, standard/free/Kirchhoff conditions
and others with “L+ = 0” lead to positive graph Laplacians (see [11]).

Finally, we introduce the modulus of continuity of the distribution of the single site distri-
bution, for ε > 0, as

(4) s(µ, ε) = sup{µ([λ− ε, λ + ε]) | λ ∈ R}.
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With these definitions, we can formulate

Theorem 5. Let Vω be an alloy-type potential. Then there exists a constant CW such that
for all λ ∈ R, all finite sets of edges Λ and all ε ≤ 1/2

(5) E{Tr[χ[λ−ε,λ+ε](H
Λ
ω )]} ≤ CW s(µ, ε) |Λ| .

Remark 6 (integrated density of states). For the discussion in this remark we assume that
all edge lengths le ≡ l are equal, that all single site potentials ue have the same shape, that
the boundary condition Sv at the vertex v ∈ V depends only on the degree deg(v), and that
there is a uniform bound d+ := supv∈V deg(v) < ∞ on the vertex degree. In that case HΛ

ω

is selfadjoint and lower semi-bounded even for Λ = E, and the domain of the operator is
independent of ω ∈ Ω. For an energy λ ∈ R and an exhaustion Λ1 ⊂ Λ2 ⊂ Λ3 ⊂ . . . of the
edge set E consider the sequence of random variables

Nn
ω (λ) :=

1
volGΛn

Tr[χ(−∞,λ](H
Λn
ω )].

Under certain additional conditions one can show that the sequence of distribution functions
Nn

ω (λ), n ∈ N converges and that the resulting limiting distribution function N is independent
of ω ∈ Ω almost surely. If this is the case Theorem 5 implies the following continuity property
of N :

∀ε ∈ [0, 1/2],∀λ ∈ R : N(λ + ε)−N(λ) ≤ CW s(µ, ε)
Thus the integrated density of states inherits the continuity modulus of the single site measure
µ. Let us stress that the Wegner constant CW is energy independent.

For a particular example of a random Schrödinger operator on a metric graph with Zd-
structure the construction of the integrated density of states has been carried out in [6]
following the strategy of [8].

Wegner estimates play an important role in the proof of spectral localization for random
Schrödinger operators via the so called multiscale analysis. For an alloy type model on a
Zd-metric graph localization has been proven in [3] using (weaker) Wegner estimates and
multiscale analysis.

3. Proofs

Consider a pair of selfadjoint, lower semi-bounded operators H1,H2. If the spectrum of
both H1 and H2 is purely discrete, the spectral shift function (SSF) ξ(·) = ξ(·,H2,H1) is
defined as the difference of the eigenvalue counting functions, i.e.

ξ(λ) := Tr[χ(−∞,λ](H2)− χ(−∞,λ](H2)].

If we merely assume that the difference H2 − H1 is trace class, then there is still a unique
function ξ such that Krein’s trace identity

(6) Tr [ρ(H2)− ρ(H1)] =
∫

ρ′(λ) ξ(λ, H2,H1) dλ

holds for all ρ ∈ C∞ with compactly supported derivative. In the case of operators with
discrete spectrum both definitions of the function ξ coincide. We can weaken the assumption
on the operator pair further. Assume that there exists a monotone, smooth function g : R →
[0,∞) which is bounded on the spectra of H1 and H2 and such that g(H2) − g(H1) is trace
class. In that case the definition

(7) ξ(λ, H2,H1) := sign(g′) ξ
(
g(λ), g(H2), g(H1)

)
.
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makes sense and is independent of the choice of the function g.

Lemma 7. Let G̃ be a finite or infinite metric graph, Λ̃ a finite subset of its edges, −∆ a
selfadjoint realization of the Laplacian on L2(G̃) and W1,W2 two potentials acting as bounded
operators on L2(G̃) such that supp(W2−W1) ⊂ G̃Λ̃. Set Hj = −∆+Wj , j = 1, 2, and assume
that the SSF ξH1,H2 is well defined. Denote the restriction of Hj to L2(Λ̃) by hj , j = 1, 2.
Then we have

|ξH1,H2(λ)| ≤
∑

v∈V ∂
Λ̃

deg(v) + |ξh1,h2(λ)| .

Proof. The basic idea is to decouple the interior of G̃Λ̃ from the exterior by choosing ap-
propriate boundary conditions on V ∂

Λ̃
; this is in the spirit of the statements around equa-

tion (9) – (11) in [6]. So, let HD
j be Hj but with Dirichlet conditions in V ∂

Λ̃
. Then∣∣∣ξHj ,HD

j
(λ)

∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
v∈V ∂

Λ̃
deg(v) according to Corollary 11 and Lemma 13 of [4]. Now, the

HD
j decompose into a direct sum of exterior and interior parts, the former coinciding by

assumption, the latter being given by hj . This proves the assertion. �

We will apply this lemma for a set of edges Λ̃ := Λe containing the support of ue, with
finite G̃ = GΛe such that the SSF exists automatically.

Lemma 8. Let −∆ be a selfadjoint realization of the Laplacian on an arbitrary finite graph
G̃ and let W1,W2 be bounded potentials on L2(G̃). Set Hj = −∆ + Wj , j = 1, 2. Then

|ξH1,H2(λ)| ≤
(√

‖W1‖+
√
‖W2‖

) vol G̃
π

+ 5|E(G̃)|

where vol G̃ =
∑

e∈E(G̃) le is the one-dimensional volume of G̃.

Proof. This is an extension of Lemma 14 in [4], where this is proved for metric graphs with
edges of length 1. Using the same proof but keeping track of the lengths le yields the desired
estimate. �

Proof of Theorem 5. Let ρ be a smooth, monotone switch function ρ := ρλ,ε : R → [−1, 0].
By a switch function we mean that for a positive ε ≤ 1/2, ρ has the following properties:
ρ ≡ −1 on (−∞, λ− ε], ρ ≡ 0 on [λ + ε,∞) and ‖ρ′‖∞ ≤ 1/ε. Then

χ[λ−ε,λ+ε](x) ≤ ρ(x + 2ε)− ρ(x− 2ε)

We may assume without loss of generality
∑

e∈Λu ue ≥ 1, i.e. κ = 1. By the min-max principle
for eigenvalues, we conclude

Tr[ρ(HΛ
ω + ε)] ≤ Tr

[
ρ(HΛ

ω + ε
∑
e∈Λu

ue)
]
.

Let Λu be as above. Then
∑

e∈Λu ue(x) ≥ 1 for x ∈ GΛ. Λu contains L := |Λu| edges. We
enumerate the edges in Λu by e : {1, . . . , L} → Λu, n 7→ e(n), and set

W0 ≡ 0, Wn =
n∑

m=1

ue(m), n = 1, 2, . . . , L
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Thus

χ[λ−ε,λ+ε](H
Λ
ω ) ≤ ρ(HΛ

ω + 2ε)− ρ(HΛ
ω − 2ε)

≤ ρ(HΛ
ω − 2ε + 4εWL)− ρ(HΛ

ω − 2ε)(8)

=
L∑

n=1

ρ(HΛ
ω + 2ε + 4εWn)− ρ(HΛ

ω − 2ε + 4εWn−1)

We fix n ∈ {1, . . . , L}, define

ω⊥ := {ω⊥e }e∈Λu , ω⊥e :=

{
0 if e = e(n),
ωe if e 6= e(n),

and set
φn(η) = Tr

[
ρ(HΛ

ω⊥ − 2ε + 4εWn−1 + ηue(n))
]
, η ∈ R.

The function φn is continuously differentiable, monotone increasing and bounded. By defini-
tion of φn,

Tr[ρ(HΛ
ω − 2ε + 4εWn))− ρ(HΛ

ω − 2ε + 4εWn−1)] = φn(ωe(n) + 4ε)− φn(ωe(n))]

since φn(η) = Tr
[
ρ(HΛ

ω − 2ε + 4εWn−1 + (η − ωe(n))ue(n))
]
, so that

Eωe(n)
{Tr[ρ(HΛ

ω−2ε+4εWn))−ρ(HΛ
ω−2ε+4εWn−1)]} =

∫
[φn(ωe(n)+4ε)−φn(ωe(n))] dµ(ωe(n))

where Eωe(n)
denotes the expectation with respect to the random variable ωe(n) only. Let

supp(µ) ⊂ (a, b). Using Lemma 6 in [7] we have∫
[φn(ωe(n) + 4ε)− φn(ωe(n))] dµ(ωe(n)) ≤ s(µ, 4ε)[φn(b)− φn(a)]

Denote by ξΛ,n the SSF associated to the pair of operators Hn(a),Hn(b) on L2(Λ) where
Hn(η) is given by Hn(η) := HΛ

ω − 2ε + 4εWn−1 + (η − ωe(n))ue(n). Then by the Krein trace
identity and the normalization of ρ

φn(b)− φn(a) =
∫ b

a
ρ′ ξΛ,n dλ ≤ ‖ξΛ,n‖∞

Let Λe, ue, V ∂
e and GΛe be as in the definition of summable potentials. By ξΛe(n),n we denote

the SSF associated to the pair Hn(a),Hn(b), but now considered as operators on L2(Λe(n)).
Apply Lemma 7 to obtain:

‖ξΛ,n‖∞ ≤
∑

v∈V ∂
e(n)

deg(v) + ‖ξΛe(n),n‖∞

Now apply Lemma 8 successively L times to obtain

E{Tr[χ[λ−ε,λ+ε](H
Λ
ω )]} ≤ s(µ, 4ε)

L∑
n=1

 ∑
v∈V ∂

e(n)

deg(v) +
√
‖ue(n)‖∞

volGΛe(n)

π
+ 5|Λe(n)|


≤ s(µ, 4ε)(C1 + C2/π + 5C3)|Λ|

by the summability condition on the family of single site potentials. �
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